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RADIO GAME REPORTS
AGAIN BROADCASTED

UNIVERSITY STADIUM \TRIUMPHANT
OPERATIONS SENDS HLS


tellShow That Plant Is Dundal
in Broadcasting Games from
United States

The University of Illinois' radio
networking station has again been
in active operation at partial or whole
ensemble since last year, when the
State of Illinois
conference basketball
games were held in the University
Stadium. The station is in the same
building as the radio station that
the National Football League used
in its broadcasts.

VANDALS TO BATTLE OREGON AEGIE EIGHT

Idaho RECS IN BATTLE FOR
DIVISION TITLE

Find Complete Facts When
Weekly News Notes Saturday

(The Lewiston Post)

With a quick start and a
powerful drive, the Vandals
closed out the
season yesterday evening and
now look to the
season for a
bid for the
Division Title.

MacMillen's Warriors Start Season by Winning First Two Conference Games—Team Show Exceptionally Good Form and Aggressive Play

OUTLOOKS VARY FOR BRAWL IN FRIDAY'S GAME

TWO VICTORIES FOR MONTANA BRONCOS

Two games will be
played in the University
Stadium today, with

Idaho Vandals Start Championship
With Two Victories over Montana Broncos

Shenandoah University, an individual
school of the University system of
weekly games, will start their season
in the University of Idaho's
Stadium tomorrow.

Two games are scheduled for
Saturday, with the first game
being played at 2 p.m. and the
second at 4 p.m.

FASTER BASKETBALL SHOWS

HOLDS PSYCHOLOGICAL ADVANTAGE

In the second half Minnesota
showed the true colors of its
basketball team, as the
number of the game was
the best
ever played by the
Vandals. Minnesota
had a perfect court
on which to play, and
the Vandals were
beaten again by a
score of 5 points.

Kane Fieldhouse, the home court of the Vandals, is not the best
playing-terrain in the country, but the Vandals have
achieved great success in the past few years.

One LETTER BACK

Backward at the opening
quarter by to or five
minutes into the
second, Coach Hallas
came in to reinforce the
Vandals with fresh
men and the game
was won.

For the basketball season, the Vandals boast a
manifold
of basketball players who
are capable of playing at a high
level.

Idaho Woman Presented
Advanced Music Degree

The degree of master of music
with honors in piano, comprising
comprehensive examination,
thesis, four years' study
and the equivalent of
two years' study
in
music education.

The thesis for the music degree
is usually the work of the
graduate student, and is
accepted for
gratification by the
Faculty.

The thesis must be
written
in
English.

Also included in the
thesis are the
courses in
music theory.

The examination for the
music degree is
usually the work of the
graduate student, and is
accepted for
gratification by the
Faculty.
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Protection

Ism's refusal to grant advertising in the name of the associated students would provide the student body and老子 organisms organization. The meter was straightened to the satisfaction of the students and the president of the Fraternity, a statement of the rules governing this point is given below:

"This student shall not advertise in the name of the associated students, without permission of the board of superintendents."

In the first meeting of the board after the present constitution was adopted, a motion was made that these publications would have this right. There are two arguments: The dimensions of the Mountains, and The Morning Colorado. It is a matter of protection of the Mountain. The Morning is a large enough to successfully support advertising of these more than the commercial, therefore this claim was in the constitution. In an association, the student will not be found in publishing this advertisement and every organization that desires publications of own is to be treated as it is. It provides the student body with the freedom of choice.

University Officers On Meeting Program

University faculty members who work on this program for a week in the Gun State Poultry Show, held in Colorado, January 15, 16, 17, include Mr. I. H. Adams, formerly of the state of the university. Dean E. M. St. Grissom, and Professor W. Alston, professor of poultry husbandry, from Montana, and the department of agriculture of the university college. The program of instruction for the students is given below:

- The theory and practice of poultry husbandry
- Successful methods in poultry husbandry
- The role of the poultry industry in the state economy
- Future outlook for poultry production

Because of its immense size, this trip may be done by car, or a group of friends. The trip is divided into three parts, each of which can be done independently: driving, hiking, and sailing. The driving part includes travel through the Rocky Mountains, while the hiking part takes place in the national parks, and the sailing part is focused on the Great Lakes. In total, the trip covers about 1,000 miles and takes about two weeks. This trip is not for the faint at heart. It requires a good car, a good map, and a good sense of adventure.

BOB'S SWISH SHOP

Complete new line of candy and cigarettes. Bob's Tamales and Chile, Salads and Light Lunches—Fresh all the time.

All kinds of fancy fountain drinks and dishes

We will give you the best of service

Free delivery of orders over $10 by phone.

Student Union Headquarters—Enjoy a cocoa or play the phonograph while you wait

We employ student help

HARVEY J. SMITH

Proprietor

Associated with Long Green

Uptown Agent for ROSEMARY GREENHOUSE

AL MARINEAU

wishes to announce that

CHARLES MOLL

on saxophone and clarinet, will fill the vacancy left by Dick McSlney in the Collegiate Serenaders

For dance engagements call Al Marineau at 175

FIELD STREET

HERBERT W. SMITH

Proprietor

In the Collegiate Serenaders

BOB'S SWISH SHOP

Complete new line of candy and cigarettes. Bob's Tamales and Chile, Salads and Light Lunches—Fresh all the time.

All kinds of fancy fountain drinks and dishes

We will give you the best of service

Free delivery of orders over $10 by phone.

Student Union Headquarters—Enjoy a cocoa or play the phonograph while you wait

We employ student help

HARVEY J. SMITH

Proprietor

Associated with Long Green

Uptown Agent for ROSEMARY GREENHOUSE

AL MARINEAU

wishes to announce that

CHARLES MOLL

on saxophone and clarinet, will fill the vacancy left by Dick McSlney in the Collegiate Serenaders

For dance engagements call Al Marineau at 175

FIELD STREET
UNLESS SUFFICIENT TICKETS ARE SOLD BY TO-
MOSKOW WILL LOSE THE NATATORIUM PRO-
POSED TO BE BUILT BY PURITY CREAMERY CO.

Students buy their tickets from the Knights of the Ball and Chain. Others buy their tickets at First National Bank.

This is an easy way. You get your money back in swimming rights. Let's not pass it up.